
MUTUAL FUNDS 

 

This is a kind of investment which can be likened to a Public Utility Vehicles (PUV) particularly 

buses and jeepneys in the Philippines. As an investor, you join other investors to pool your money 

all together regardless of a number of their investments. Similar to riding a PUV you join other 

passengers in a single vehicle. 

 

Once your investments are pooled, a trained professional who is called as fund manager of your 

chosen mutual fund company will manage your pooled funds by investing it in securities, stocks, 

money markets, bonds etc. The fund manager serves to be your driver as he or she leads your 

investments to your goal which is to earn more. Like riding a public vehicle passengers hand all 

their fare to the driver who will lead his passengers to their destinations. 

 
 

TYPES of MUTUAL FUNDS 

 

Money Market Funds  

 

Money Market Funds are invested in fixed incomes and money market instruments. This 

is a type of a short-term investment which is usually a year or less. Considering its span of 

time, this is a low-risk investment which provides higher return compared to savings and 

time deposits. 

 

 

Bond Funds  



 

Bond Funds are invested in fixed incomes, government securities, and corporate bonds. 

This is suitable for moderate risk taker investors as it needs a year or more for the money 

invested to earn. 

 

 

Balanced Funds  
 

Balanced Funds are a combination of fixed income and equity securities. This kind of fund 

fits those who are conservative but aggressive investors and have long risk tolerance which 

can afford to wait for at least more than 5 years. 

 

 

Equity Funds  

 

Equity Funds are for investors who have a high-risk tolerance. As this fund is invested 

solely in the Philippine Stock Market it needs a longer span of years for investments to 

earn like 5 years, 10 years or more. Interested individuals who want to invest in the stock 

market but doesn’t have the time to manage their portfolios are suitable in this fund. 

 

Prior to choosing your fund, an assessment is being conducted by the mutual fund company in 

order to determine your risk tolerance which defines the type of fund where you should invest. 

 

Similar to Insurance, mutual funds also have their own maturity date. Redeeming your earnings 

prior to the maturity date requires you to pay an amount you agreed on the company where you 

invested. 

 

 

It only needs 5,000 

 

Now a day’s investing in the mutual fund is for everybody. As it takes PHP 5,000.00 to 

start and the minimum amount you can add is PHP 1,000.00. Investing in a mutual fund is 

tax-free compared to investing in the stock market. Another advantage of investing in 

mutual funds allows you to diversify your investment because either of the funds you 

choose will not require you a minimum purchase or board lot. This becomes possible 

because all the investor's fund is pooled. 

 

 

Net Asset Value Per Share (NAVPS) 

 

Investing in a mutual fund is similar to buying shares like in the stock market. Net Asset 

Value Per Share represents the price of the fund which is the one that changes every day. 

 

Example, you invested PHP 5,000.00. At that day, the NAVPS Price is PHP 2.00. To 

determine your NAVPS divide PHP 5,000.00 by PHP 2.00 which is equivalent to 2,500.00 

shares. 



 

NAVPS = money invested    

              NAVPS Price 

  

On the example above the fees, charge by your respective mutual fund company is not 

deducted. 


